The complex nature of interactive neuroregeneration-related molecules.
We review the growing list of molecules that may be involved in wound healing in the central nervous system (CNS). It is known that many of these molecules are present during normal development and neoplastic growth in both neural and nonneural tissues, often in areas where pattern formation or tissue remodeling is evident; however, their functional roles are often quite elusive. In order to understand the changes that occur in and around a brain wound, we review proposed functions of neuroregeneration-related molecules in in vitro and in vivo preparations, as well as note their expression in other healing tissues including skin. A hypothesis that wound healing events in the CNS supersede neuritic growth around a lesion is presented. In contrast to the classical view of failed regeneration, there may be significant amounts of circuit reorganization that occur following injury, and such plasticity may be further enhanced by manipulating the molecular environment around a brain wound and in synaptically related structures.